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Abstract
The aim of this work is to estimate the average wind inﬂuencing a quadrotor drone only based on standard navigation
sensors and equations of motion. It can be used in several situation, including atmospheric studies, trajectory planning
under environmental constraints, or as a reference for studying ﬂights in shear layer. For this purpose, a small quadrotor drone with spherical shape has been developed. Flight data are recorded from telemetry during indoor and outdoor ﬂight tests and are post-processed. The proposed solution is based on a calibration procedure with global
optimization to extract the drag model and a Kalman Filter for online estimation of the wind speed and direction.
Finally, an on-board implementation of the real-time estimation is demonstrated with real ﬂights in controlled indoor
environment.
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Introduction
Estimating wind with a UAV has already been studied with
multiple approaches. A common way is to use a ﬁxed-wind
aircraft and extract the wind from its GPS track1 or by
adding sensors on the system, such as 5-hole probe2,3 or a
combination of simple Pitot tube and ﬂags.4 For a quadrotor, these approaches are not suitable, not only due to the
non-constant inclination angles and ﬂight directions, but
also because of the low ﬂight speeds. However,5 compared
the use of four different anemometers on a quadrotor. The
study revealed that a thermal anemometer could be used,
at the cost of modiﬁcations to the UAV structure in order
to place it far enough from the disturbances induced by
propellers.
Instead of adding components on the UAV, an alternate
solution is to estimate wind from the quadrotor motion,6–9.
In7 the different possible models are presented: static, kinematic or full dynamic. In addition, a methodology to extract
the required parameters is presented. The propulsion system
is characterized by a motor test bench in a wind tunnel
experiment, while the drag is extracted from ﬂights at constant GPS velocity in steady air. The observation is made
that the drag is proportional to the relative airspeed.
In6,10, experiments were led using a six-axis force
balance, a very precise but fragile and expensive system.
Finally,8 presents a nonlinear observer able to accurately

predict the wind components, using only low cost Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) and ground speed measurements.
The drag-force is considered proportional to the rotational
speed of the motors, that is almost constant during operation, leading to a constant rotor drag coefﬁcient, similar
to7,11,9,7 have performed outdoor ﬂights and compared the
results with ground reference measurements, demonstrating
the feasibility of wind measurement from quarotor based on
IMU and GPS measurements. The general principals and
equations of motion from these studies have been used as
a starting point for the present article.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the problem
modeling focuses on the equations of motion, the hypothesis and limitations, as well as the experimental airframe.
Then, the parameters identiﬁcation method is presented
and after that, the wind estimation with a Kalman ﬁlter is
exposed. Finally, in-ﬂight experiments are described and
their results are analyzed.
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Problem Formulation
Kinematic and Dynamic model
With the assumptions that:
• the center of gravity (CG) is located at the center and
origin of the body frame
• the frame and the propellers are rigid
• the inputs of the system are the thrust generated by the
motors
• the outputs are the position and orientation of the body
frame relative to the earth (inertial) frame, observed by
the GPS and IMU sensors
a simple dynamic particle model can be established as in7,
leading to:
Ẋ = Vk = Vr + Vw

(1)

mV̇k = mg + D(Va ) + T

(2)

where:
• X is the position vector relative to earth frame

• Vk is the ground speed vector relative to earth frame
(inertial velocity)
• Vr is the relative air speed vector
• Vw is the wind speed vector relative to earth frame
• equation 1 represents the wind triangle
• m is the mass of the model and g the gravity vector
• Va = Vr  is the norm of the airspeed
• D is the drag vector in earth frame, as a function of
airspeed
• T is the control forces vector (thrust) in earth frame

Finally, the last assumption is that the wind speed is
seen as a constant or slowly varying disturbance, therefore the derivative of the wind triangle (equation 1)
gives:
V̇w = 0

⇒

V̇k = V̇r

(3)

A typical drag equation is expressed as the product of the
dynamic pressure, a reference surface and a drag coefﬁcient function of α and β, the the two angles deﬁning
the direction of the air velocity relative to the body
frame (see Figure 1). As a result, drag should be proportional to Va2 .
However, the experimental results presented in the calibration section show that in the range of the considered
wind speeds, the rotor drag or H-force (see11) that is
linear with the airﬂow seems to be dominant, hence:
D = k Va

(4)

As an additional remark, the airframe is not not supposed to
generate lift and is symmetrical to reduce the dependency
with the direction of the relative airspeed (independent of
β).
The control force vector T can be expressed from the
norm of the thrust Ttotal , assumed to be the sum of each
motor thrust applied at the CG, and the orientation of the
body relative to earth frame represented by the rotation
matrix R0b . This matrix can be computed from Euler

Figure 1. Aerodynamic frame with angle of attack α and side slip
angle β.

Figure 2. Quadrotor with custom spherical body shape.
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angles ϕ, θ and ψ with the classic DCM matrix as in7.
⎛ ⎞
⎛
⎞
Tx
0
T = ⎝ Ty ⎠ = R0b −1 ⎝ 0 ⎠
(5)
Tz
Ttotal

the weight and the horizontal thrust compensate the drag:

Ttotal cos(α) = Tz = mg
⇔ mg tan(α) = Dx
Ttotal sin(α) = Tx = Dx = D
The calibration procedure is as follow:

Airframe characteristics
A custom quadrotor frame have been designed for this
experiment. It is a simple cross shape made of thin aluminum bars to hold the motors and a spherical 3D-printed
central body around the electronic components and the
battery, as seen on the Figure 2. The reason for this
choice is to have a symmetrical shape in order to reduce
or eliminate the dependency between the generated drag
and the heading of the drone.
The general characteristics and components are summarized in the Table 1. The autopilot software used is the
Paparazzi UAV System.12

Calibration methodology
Estimating the wind from the quadrotor motion requires to
estimate the drag parameters. The methodology applied is
similar to7 with the measurement of the bank angles ϕ
and θ at different airspeed. One of the difference is that
instead of moving at constant ground speed in steady air,
the drone is controlled to stay at the same position in
front a WindShape wind generator, as seen Figure 3. The
calibration is done inside a ﬂight arena at ENAC (Ècole
Nationale de l’Aviation Civile, Toulouse, France) also
equipped with an Optitrack motion capture system. Hence
the position and velocity is accurately controlled in
closed-loop and the ﬂight can be considered in equilibrium.
The dynamic equation 2 in equilibrium state, illustrated
by the Figure 4, directly provides a measurement of the drag
force from the bank angle and the mass. Without loss of
generality, the vertical component of the thrust compensate

• start the wind generator and measure the reference wind
speed with an anemometer (hot-wire in our case)
• takeoff and place the quadrotor at a distance corresponding to the reference measurement
• when stabilized, change the heading to make one or
more full turn on itself
• record the attitude (ϕ, θ, ψ)
• repeat the procedure at a different wind speed
For each reference wind speed, a ﬁtting algorithm is used to
map the relation between the bank angles (ϕ or θ) and the
heading ψ with a sinusoidal form:
ϕ or θ = c1 sin(c2 ψ + c3 )

where the coefﬁcient c1 is the magnitude of the oscillation,
equal to the incidence αeq at equilibrium state, c2 and c3 are
frequency and phase parameters, not used later on. The
Figure 5 shows the bank angle ϕ as a function of the
heading ψ after a full turn. The rotation is not continuous,
but made a 3s steps every after a rotation of 20◦ . The reference speed for this case is 6.57 m/s, corresponding to a 50%
throttle of the wind generator. The curve ﬁtting is done with

Table 1. Quadrotor characteristics.
component
material
motors
propellers
battery
autopilot
GPS
size (motor to motor)
sphere diameter
mass
ﬂight time

characteristic
aluminum & plastic (PLA)
T-motor F30
Dalprop 5 × 4 (3 blades)
3S, 2200 mAh
Tawaki v1 with Paparazzi
U-blox M8
47 cm
22 cm
896 grams
7 minutes

(6)

Figure 3. Quadrotor during calibration in from of the
WindShape wind generator
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Figure 4. Side view of the forces applied on the quadrotor
model in presence of horizontal wind.

Matlab and gives the result c1 = 0.1274 with a R-square of
0.9271.
Similar results are obtained for θ, which conﬁrms this
independence of the drag with β, and for the different reference speeds. The ﬁnal result is presented with the Figure 6
that represents the relation between the angle of attack αeq
and the reference air speed. As mentioned in the previous
section with equation 4, the relation is linear and the
ﬁtting curves gives:
tan(αeq ) = cα ∗ Va
cα = 0.0262
with a R-square of 0.9998. It gives for our quad model with
a mass of 896 grams a coefﬁcient k = mg ∗ cα = 0.230 in
equation 4.

Wind estimation with Kalman ﬁlter
This problem considers simultaneous estimation of 2D aircraft Earth-axis velocity Vr = (Vrx , Vrx ) and wind velocity

components (Vwx , Vwy ). Both process and measurement
equations are dependent on aerodynamic force described
above. The attitude and heading estimation (AHRS ﬁlter)
is performed through a fusion algorithm of low-cost inertial
sensors used for UAV navigation.
All the sensors embedded are low-cost, and therefore
have imperfections. The major error sources in the navigation system are due to: - all of the disturbances (noises) that
affect the instruments; - the potential incorrect navigation
system initialization (e.g. on magnetometers sensor); and the inadequacy between the real local Earth’s gravity
value and the one used for computation. The largest error
is usually a bias instability (expressed respectively in deg/
hr for gyros and μg for the accelerometers). All these measurements are obviously corrupted by additive noises for
which it appears reasonable to assimilate their stochastic
properties to the ones of Gaussian processes. Their covariances matrices have been identiﬁed in 13.
Using these values, the state space representation corresponding to Ms can be described in a linear form:
ẋ = Ax + Bu + ν

and

y = Cx + μ

and
where:
x = [Vrx , Vwx , Vry , Vwy ]T , u = [Tx , Ty ]
y = [Vkx , Vky ]T are the state, input and output vectors
respectively. Moreover, ν, μ are the zero-mean Gaussian
process noise vectors with covariance matrix, Q, R.
⎧
⎛ −k
⎞
⎛1
⎞
0 0 0
⎪
m 0
m
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎜0 0 0 0⎟
⎜0 0⎟
⎪
⎪
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎪
x
+
⎪ ẋ = ⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟u + ν
⎪
1⎠
−k
⎪
⎝
⎠
⎝
0 m
0 0 m 0
⎨
Ms
0 0
0 0 0 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
V kx
1 1 0 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
=
x+μ
⎪
⎪
⎩ V ky
0 0 1 1

Figure 5. Roll angle ϕ against heading angle ψ after a complete turn in from of the wind generator, the sinusoidal ﬁtting curve is in
blue.
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Figure 6. Relation between the incident angle α versus the reference speed measured from a hot-wire airspeed probe at the same
distance from the wind generator.

Obviously, to implement these equation a discrete form is used
such that :

xk+1 = Ad xk + Bd uk−1 + νk
yk = Cd xk + μk
dt
where Ad = exp (Adt),Bd = 0 exp (Aξ)Bdξ,Cd = C are the
discrete-time state matrices and dt is the sampling time of
the system. Process and measurement equations becomes :
⎧⎛
⎛
⎞
⎞
Vrx
0 0
0
1 − kdt
⎪
m
⎪
⎪⎜
⎪
⎜0
⎟
⎪
1 0
0⎟
⎪
⎜
⎜ Vwx ⎟
⎟
⎪
⎪
=
⎜
⎜
⎟xk +
⎟
⎪
kdt
⎪
⎝
⎝
⎠
V
⎪
0
0 1 − m 0⎠
ry
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Vwy k+1
⎪
0
0 0
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎛ dt kdt2
⎞
⎪
⎪
0
⎨
m − 2m2
⎜0
⎟
−0.1cmMd
0
⎜
⎟
⎪
2.4cm⎜
⎪
2 ⎟uk−1 + νk
⎪
dt
kdt ⎠
⎪
⎝
0
⎪
m − 2m2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
V kx
1 1 0 0
⎪
⎪
=
xk + μk
⎪
⎪
⎪
0 0 1 1
⎩ V ky

associated to ground speed measurement is μVk = 0.1.
Second order terms (in dt2 ) can be neglected.

Experimental ﬂights
Indoor ﬂight in controlled wind speed
The wind estimation algorithm is ﬁrst evaluated with a
ﬂight indoor in front of the wind generator used for calibration. The goal is to evaluate the stability and convergence of
the estimation in a controlled environment. In this setup, the
wind is coming from a virtual north and the quadrotor is
hovering at a ﬁxed position. Ground speed and orientation
are recorded from the telemetry and post-process by the
Kalman ﬁlter in a Matlab script.
Figure 7 shows the four elements of the state vector. The
convergence time is around 10 to 20 seconds. The noise on

k

Computing the rank of the observability matrix shows
that the system is fully observable at all speed. It can
be mentioned this results from the linear relation of
drag with airspeed in equation 4. The case of a sphere
without propellers in a airﬂow would give a drag as the
square of the airspeed and a loss of observability at the
zero airspeed, in addition with the need of an Extended
Kalman ﬁlter form.
In the later experiments, the process noise relative to airspeed evolution is νVa = 0.05, the process noise relative to
windspeed evolution is νVw = 0.001 and the sensor noise

Figure 7. Evolution of the Kalman ﬁlter state vector over time
during indoor ﬂight.

6
the estimated airspeed is low thanks to the low noise on the
measured ground speed (from motion capture) and the
stable airﬂow.
Figure8
is the norm of the estimated wind speed
Vw  = Vw2x + Vw2y and the wind direction. During this
experiment, the wind generator throttle was set to 40%, corresponding to 3.8 m/s at the location of hovering with a direction of 180◦ . As we can see on this plot, the estimated
wind converges to the reference values. The response
time for the direction is much faster than for the norm of
the speed. This can be explained by the fact that our
model states that the wind has a very slow evolution.
Since the initial condition for the state vector is zero, it
takes some time to reach the ﬁnal value, but even if the

International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles
norm is not yet correct, the direction of the wind is
already valid.

Outdoor ﬂights
Several ﬂights have been performed outdoor to record telemetry data, with attitude from IMU and this time ground
speed from real GPS sensor. Only two relevant ﬂights are
presented in this paper. They were performed at Muret’s
model airﬁeld (close to Toulouse, France) on the 20th of
May 2021. The wind conditions for that day are coming
from public meteorological data and are reported in Table 2.
The ﬁrst ﬂight corresponds to the vertical proﬁle (red trajectory on Figure 9). The quadrotor goes up and down at a
vertical speed of 1 m/s and with the heading changing at
constant rate. The horizontal speed is close to zero. The
state vector evolution is plotted on Figure 10. As expected,
the noise on airspeed estimate is stronger than during indoor
experiment due to sensor noise, but still acceptable.
The vertical ﬂight was done a bit after 10 am, so according to Table 2 between 2 and 2.5 m/s, with a direction
between 110◦ and 120◦ . The speed of 2.2 m/s and the direction of 115◦ have been kept as a reference. Figure 11
Table 2. Wind condition on the day of the outdoor experiment.

Figure 8. Wind speed and direction compared to the reference
value from the wind generator; wind is coming from a virtual
north (π rad) at a speed of 3.8 m/s.

time

speed

9 am
10 am
11 am
12 am

no wind
7.4 km/h (2.06 m/s)
9.3 km/h (2.58 m/s)
9.3 km/h (2.58 m/s)

Figure 9. Trajectories for the outdoor ﬂights: vertical proﬁle in red, horizontal square at constant altitude in blue.

direction
N/A
110◦
120◦
70◦

Hattenberger et al.

Figure 10. Evolution of the Kalman ﬁlter state vector over time
during outdoor ﬂight (vertical proﬁle).

Figure 11. Wind speed and direction compared to the
reference value from public meteo data during the outdoor ﬂight
(vertical proﬁle).

shows the norm and direction of the estimated wind compared to these reference values. It can be seen that both
values are converging smoothly to the expected values.
The second ﬂight is a square (blue trajectory on
Figure 9) at low altitude. As a consequence, the ground
speed is changing, with horizontal acceleration when
changing direction. These variations can be seen in the
airspeed vector on Figure 12. The wind vector is also
showing some variations and is less stable than with
the previous case.
The square ﬂight was done at 9:30, so according to
Table 2 between 0 and 2 m/s, with a direction around
110◦ . The reference speed of 1 m/s have been kept. The
norm and direction are still converging, but with more variations due to the changes in ground speed as mentioned
before. Nevertheless, all parameters stay in acceptable
range and provide a valid estimation of the wind
components.

7

Figure 12. Evolution of the Kalman ﬁlter state vector over time
during outdoor ﬂight (square trajectory).

Figure 13. Wind speed and direction compared to the
reference value from public meteo data during the outdoor ﬂight
(square trajectory).

Onboard implementation
An onboard real-time implementation have been developed
within the Paparazzi autopilot (previous results are postprocessed from logged data), directly inside the ﬂight controller. This section presents the results of this ﬁlter during
an indoor ﬂight test in front of the wind generator.
The experiment is decomposed as follow:
• take-off and standby at 3 meters in front of the wind
generator
• after around 100 seconds, the wind generator is activated
at 40% (3.8 m/s)
• at 200 seconds, the quadrotor moves back to 7 meters
away from the wind generator (the generated wind
speed reduces to 2.8 m/s at this location)
• at 225 seconds, it goes back to the initial position
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Figure 14. Evolution of the airspeed estimated from onboard ﬁlter and the reference wind speed.

Figure 15. Evolution of the wind speed estimated from onboard ﬁlter and the reference wind speed.

• after 250 seconds, the wind generator is shut down and
the quadrotor stays in hover.
Figure 14 shows the reference wind speed and the estimated
airspeed. Each time the frame is moving (marked by the two
arrows), the norm of the airspeed is presenting a spike corresponding to the wind plus the relative wind due to motion.
Figure 15 and 16 are showing the estimated wind speed
and direction respectively. Several considerations can be
made from these plots. First, the convergence time is
around 20 seconds, just like the data analyzed from log.

Second, the estimated values converge to the reference
values when the wind generator is activated. However, an
error is observed during the hovering without wind. This
error on the direction is not relevant since at zero wind
speed this parameter is meaningless. On the other hand,
the non-zero value for the norm of the wind during the
ﬁrst and last phases reveals a static error in the ﬁlter. It
can be explained by the fact that the average bank angle
coming from the state estimation is around 0.7◦ . This
small offset, due to the Inertial Measurement Unit alignment and calibration errors, is negligible for the position

Hattenberger et al.
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Figure 16. Evolution of the wind direction estimated from onboard ﬁlter and the reference wind direction.

and attitude control that is compensating with integral
effects. But this cannot be corrected online for the wind estimation without an external unbiased reference value. In
comparison, the bank angle with the wind blowing is
between 5 and 6 degrees. The resulting error is less than
1 m/s and can be corrected with an offset set by hand
after a short ﬂight in no-wind condition.
Finally, the onboard implementation shows acceptable
performances and is light enough to run on the ﬂight controller directly. The estimated wind and airspeed can then
be used to improve the control and the trajectory planning.
The code is integrated to the main repository of Paparazzi
autopilot under GPLv2 license.

account the conditions under which this parameter is
observable.
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Conclusion
A wind estimation ﬁlter based on the orientation and ground
speed of a quadrotor have been presented. Experimental
ﬂights were conducted to compute the calibration parameters of the model and validate the results in controlled
indoor ﬂight, as well as outdoor conditions.
An implementation of the Kalman ﬁlter in the ﬂight controller of the autopilot provides on-board real-time estimation. Such information can be useful to improve
navigation or even state estimation.
Future work will be focused on the inﬂuence of parameters such as the mass, the aerodynamics of the main
body or the propeller size and rotation speed. The calibration procedure should be compared to ﬂight log analyzes
to allow identiﬁcation of drag parameters without motion
capture and wind generator. Finally, the online estimation
of the drag coefﬁcient should be considered, taking into
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